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Abstract We consider five-dimensional AdS-axion–
dilaton gravity with a Gauss–Bonnet term and use a black
brane solution displaying spatial anisotropy as the gravity
dual of a strongly coupled anisotropic plasma. We com-
pute several observables relevant to the study of the plasma,
namely, the drag force, the jet quenching parameter, the
quarkonium potential, and the thermal photon production.
The effects of higher derivative corrections and of the
anisotropy are discussed and compared with previous results.
1 Introduction
Results obtained at RHIC [1,2] and LHC [3] suggest that
the quark–gluon plasma (QGP) produced in heavy ion colli-
sion experiments behaves as a strongly coupled system. The
AdS/CFT correspondence [4–7] has been a useful tool to
understand such systems, since the duality maps a strongly
coupled problem in the gauge theory into a relatively simpler
problem in classical supergravity. There is an extensive liter-
ature regarding the applications of AdS/CFT to the physics
of the QGP; see, e.g., [8] and references therein. However,
most of these results rely on the strong assumption that Nc,
the number of colors of the gauge theory, is infinite, as well
as the ’t Hooft coupling λ = g2YMNc.
In order to describe more realistic gauge theories like
QCD, it is crucial to investigate departures from the limit
Nc → ∞ and λ → ∞. In the gravity dual side, this corre-
sponds, respectively, to considering loop and higher curva-
ture corrections to the supergravity action, which is a highly
non-trivial task. In type IIB superstring, for instance, the lead-
ing order higher curvature correction arises as a term with
schematic form α′3R4 [9]. Whatever the gravity dual of real
world theories like QCD is, we will at some point have to
deal with higher curvature corrections to go away from the
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infinite ’t Hooft limit. Therefore, it is important to obtain as
much information as regards the effect of higher curvature
terms as possible. A simpler framework that allows us to
study these higher curvature terms in a more tractable form
is Lovelock gravity [10]. Lovelock theories can be thought
of as a natural generalization of the Einstein–Hilbert action,
constructed in such a way that the equations of motion are still
second order in time derivatives so to avoid pathologies such
as Boulware–Deser ghosts [11]. Moreover, these theories
admit a large class of asymptotically AdS black brane solu-
tions which are particularly interesting in the context of the
AdS/CFT correspondence.1 The simplest Lovelock theory
includes a quadratic curvature term and is known as Gauss–
Bonnet gravity. In view of the physics of the quark–gluon
plasma, a lot of attention was drawn to Gauss–Bonnet gravity
since the discovery of a violation of the KSS bound [15,16].
Some subsequent work regarding Gauss–Bonnet gravity in
the study of the QGP includes [17–25].
Another important aspect of the QGP is that at early stages
after the collision it behaves as an anisotropic system due to
the fact that the system expands mainly along the direction
of the collision. A holographic model that incorporates the
anisotropy was proposed by Mateos and Trancanelli in [26,
27] and subsequently many aspects related to it have been
studied in detail. Some of the observables that have been
studied include: the drag force [28,29], the jet quenching
parameter [29–31], the quarkonium potential and screening
length [21,29,31,32], the photon and dilepton production
rate [33,34], the shear viscosity over entropy density [35,36],
the Langevin diffusion coefficients [37–39], and the addition
of a chemical potential [40,41]; see [42] for a review of some
of these computations.
In the present work, we explore the gravity solution
obtained in [43] as the gravity dual of a strongly coupled
anisotropic plasma. The anisotropy is incorporated by an
1 Recent reviews about Lovelock gravity and its applications in
AdS/CFT can be found in [12–14].
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axion field linear in one of the spatial directions, χ = az,
similarly to the model of Mateos and Trancanelli [26,27],
and the higher curvature correction is given by the Gauss–
Bonnet term
LGB = R2 − 4Rmn Rmn + Rmnrs Rmnrs . (1)





















where φ and χ are the dilaton and axion scalar fields, respec-
tively, SGH is a surface term necessary in order to have a well
defined variational problem, ˜ is a parameter with dimen-
sion of length which we set to 1 in the following, and λGB
is the (dimensionless) Gauss–Bonnet coupling. So we have
two parameters in this model: the anisotropy parameter a
and the Gauss–Bonnet coupling λGB. It is not obvious what
is the combined effect of these two ingredients in the physical
observables of the QGP, and our solution provides a simple
framework where this effect can be investigated. Our philoso-
phy is to consider simplified gravity models that, although not
realistic, incorporate effects which are present in the quark–
gluon plasma. The idea is not to do precise phenomenologi-
cal predictions but to understand qualitatively how different
terms in the gravity theory affect the physical observables of
the plasma.
One advantage of the above setup is that it allows us to
obtain some results analytically, where the limits a → 0
and λGB → 0 are under complete control. If a = 0 and
λGB = 0, the dual field theory is known and corresponds to a
deformation of the N = 4 SYM theory by a theta-term. On
the other hand, the exact field theory dual to a Gauss–Bonnet
gravity theory is not currently known, so our approach here
is “bottom-up”, where the parameter λGB plays the role of
α′, simulating 1/
√
λ corrections in the dual gauge theory.
At least, we do know some aspects about the dual theory of
Gauss–Bonnet gravity like, for example, that Gauss–Bonnet
gravity is dual to a CFT with two different central charges
[44–46]. It is also important to remember that, although in
type IIB superstring the higher curvature correction is not
of a Gauss–Bonnet type, the Gauss–Bonnet term may still
appear as the α′ correction of some other superstring theory
as well.
Our aim is to study qualitatively how several observ-
ables relevant to the study of the QGP are affected by the
parameters (a, λGB). Anticipating the results of our analy-
sis, we found that the effect of the Gauss–Bonnet term in
the observables of the gauge theory is consistent with our
physical intuition regarding the QGP as a fluid, interpreting
the results in terms of the mean free path which is associated
to the shear viscosity. Perhaps this consistency indicates that
Gauss–Bonnet plays a role in the construction of a gravity
theory dual to a realistic gauge theory like QCD.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we review
the gravity solution of [43] and some thermodynamical prop-
erties such as the temperature and entropy. In Sect. 3 we
compute several observables relevant to study of the QGP,
namely, the drag force experienced by a heavy quark moving
through the plasma, the jet quenching parameter, the static
potential between a quark–antiquark pair (quarkonium) and
the photon production rate. We summarize and discuss our
results in Sect. 4. For completeness, the appendices contain
the derivation of the main formulas used in this work.
2 Gravity solution
In this section we summarize the gravity solution obtained











χ = az, φ = φ(u). (3)
The axion field introduces a spatial anisotropy in the z-
direction controlled by the anisotropy parameter a. An ana-
lytical solution to the equations of motion derived from (2)
can be obtained in the limit of small anisotropy. Their expres-
sions take the form
φ(u) = a2φ2(u) + O(a4),
F(u) = F0(u) + a2F2(u) + O(a4),
B(u) = B0
(
1 + a2B2(u) + O(a4)
)
,
H(u) = 1 + a2H2(u) + O(a4). (4)
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Fig. 1 The metric functions at
order O(a2) for λGB = 0.2 (left)
and λGB = −0.2 (right)






















and the solution for them reads2
φ2(u) = 1
8


































+ 4λGB − 8φ2(u)u2H
− 8φ2(u)
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+ U (u) − U0
)
, (7)


















2 The solution we present is written in a more compact form than in
[43], but one can check that both forms are indeed equivalent.
The boundary conditions were fixed such that F vanishes at
the horizon u = uH. At the boundary u = 0 we have
φ2,bdry = 0, F2,bdry = 0, B2,bdry = 0, H2,bdry = 0. (9)
The solution is regular everywhere and asymptotically
approaches AdS5. A plot of the metric functions is shown
in Fig. 1.
Thermodynamical quantities such as temperature and
entropy can be computed via standard formulas, by requir-
ing the regularity of the (Euclideanized) metric at the horizon





























3 Observables in a strongly coupled anisotropic plasma
In this section we compute several observables relevant to
the study of the QGP. Most part of the analysis of our results
involves a comparison with the isotropic N = 4 SYM result,
obtained by taking a → 0 and λGB → 0. We limit ourselves
to the comparison at the same temperature, for simplicity,
but a comparison at the same entropy density is still possible,
and it was done for the observables computed in the model
of [26,27]. Some quantities were already computed in [43],
such as the shear viscosity over entropy density η/s and the
electric conductivities.
3.1 Drag force
When a heavy quark propagates through a strongly coupled
plasma it loses energy due to the interaction with the medium.
One quantity related to the dissipation of energy of the quark
is the drag force. The study of drag force in a strongly cou-
pled plasma was initiated in [47,48] for the case of (isotropic)
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N = 4 SYM and subsequently it was extended in several
ways. See, for instance [24,29,49–66]. The two computa-
tions of the drag force closely related to the present work
were done in [17,28], corresponding to the limits λGB = 0
and a = 0, respectively.
Following the standard prescription of the computation of
the drag force, we consider an external heavy quark moving
through the strongly coupled plasma with constant velocity
v. Since the heavy quark loses energy due to the interaction
with the plasma, an external force is necessary to maintain
the motion stationary. In the dual picture, we have a classical
string with an endpoint in the quark (at the boundary) and
the other endpoint in the bulk, in a picture usually referred
to as “trailing string” [47,48]. The derivation of the general
formula is presented in Appendix A. As a result, we first need









where ϕ is the angle between the direction of motion of the
quark and the z-direction. In the following, we will be inter-
ested in the cases where the motion of the quark is parallel
(||) and transversal (⊥) to the direction of anisotropy, cor-
responding to ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π/2, respectively. Once the
critical point is determined, it is straightforward to compute
the drag force using
F ||drag = eφ/2Gzzv




Since we are working in the small anisotropy regime, the
critical point can be written as
uc = u0c + a2u2c + O(a4). (13)
For our particular background (3), the equation for the critical









Solving the equation order by order gives
u0c = uH
(












Plugging the solution for the critical point (15) into the for-





















We do not report the full explicit expressions for the drag
force here since they are too long and not very illuminat-
ing. Inverting the first relation of (10), the drag force can
be expressed as a function of the temperature.3 We can then
check that in the limit λGB → 0 we recover the result of [28],






−v2 + √1 − v2 + (v2 + 1) log (√1 − v2 + 1) + 1)
24
(







−v2 + √1 − v2 + (4v2 − 5) log (√1 − v2 + 1) + 1)
24
(
1 − v2)3/2 ,
(17)




v2 − 1) (2 (v2 + 1) λGB − √1 − 4λGB − 1)
.
(18)
Of course, in the limit where both a and λGB go to zero we
recover the isotropic N = 4 SYM result [47,48]
F isodrag =
π2T 2v√
1 − v2 . (19)
In the analysis of our results, it is useful to normalize the
drag force by the isotropic result (19). The normalized drag
force here depends on v, λGB, and a/T . The main result
is shown in Fig. 2. Our results are, as expected, a combined
effect of their limiting cases [17,28]. The effect of the Gauss–
Bonnet coupling is, in general, to enhance the drag force for
λGB > 0 and to decrease it for λGB < 0, for both longitudi-
nal and transversal motion. This is the same effect observed
in the case of pure Gauss–Bonnet gravity [17], but it is dif-
ferent from what happens with corrections of type α′3R4,
where the drag force is always enhanced [65]. The effect of
the anisotropy is qualitatively the same found in [28]: for the
3 The easiest way to write the drag force in terms of the temperature is
by noting that the critical point scales as uc = uHγ0 +a2u3Hγ2 +O(a4),
where γ0 and γ2 are quantities that do not depend on uH.
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Fig. 2 Drag force normalized by the isotropic result as a function of (λGB, aT ). Here we have fixed v = 0.3. Left motion along the anisotropic
direction. Right motion along the direction transversal to the anisotropy
Fig. 3 Drag force normalized by the isotropic result as a func-
tion of (λGB, v). Here we have fixed aT = 0.2. Left motion along
the anisotropic direction. Right motion along the direction transversal
to the anisotropy. For other values of aT the results were qualitatively the
same
transversal motion the drag force can increase or decrease,
while for the parallel motion the drag force increases in gen-
eral (except for sufficiently large negative values of λGB). We
also plotted the drag force as a function of the quark velocity
(Fig. 3). In general, the drag is increased for larger velocities
and there is a divergence in the limit v → 1, similarly to
what occurred in [28].
3.2 Jet quenching parameter
Results from RHIC [67–70] indicate a strong suppression
of particles with high transversal momentum pT in Au–Au
collisions, but not in d–Au collisions. The explanation for this
phenomenon is that in Au–Au collisions the hot and dense
quark–gluon plasma is produced, and the jets lose energy
due to the interaction with this medium before hadronizing.
This energy loss effect is called “jet quenching” and can
give valuable information as regards the properties of the
plasma. One important quantity related to jet quenching is
the jet quenching parameter qˆ , which quantify the change
of transverse momentum of the parton per unit length when
suffering multiple scattering with the medium. The change in
transverse momentum is usually referred to as “momentum
broadening”.
The jet quenching parameter has been calculated at weak
coupling for several models (see [71] for a review) and has
been consistent with data [72]. However, the assumption of
weak coupling is still not well justified, since different energy
scales are involved in heavy ion collision experiments and
thus a calculation at strongly coupling may be necessary. This
motivates a non-perturbative definition of the jet quenching
parameter. The non-perturbative definition of the jet quench-
ing parameter and its first computation using holography was
done in [73–75]. After that, it was extended in several direc-
tions.4 See, for instance [79–81].
The non-perturbative definition of the jet quenching
parameter qˆ was inspired by its perturbative calculation in
the so called dipole approximation [82]










4 There are also some attempts of non-perturbative computations of the
jet quenching parameter on the lattice (see, for instance [76–78]).
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Fig. 4 Left jet quenching parameter as a function of (θ, ϕ). We have set λGB = 0.1 and a/T = 0.33. Right the jet quenching parameter as a
function of (λGB, aT ). We have set θ = ϕ = π/4. Both plots were normalized by the isotropic result (22)
where W A(C) is a rectangular light-like Wilson loop in the
adjoint representation with sizes L− and , with L−  .
Using the holographic dictionary the jet quenching parameter
is given in terms of the on-shell Nambu–Goto action whose













Here we compute the jet quenching parameter for the
anisotropic background with Gauss–Bonnet term (3). A
detailed derivation of the formula we used here is presented in
Appendix B. The parameters involved are the Gauss–Bonnet
couplingλGB, the ratio of the anisotropy parameter to temper-
ature a/T and the angles (θ, ϕ) associated with the direction
of motion of the quark and the direction of the momentum
broadening, respectively.6
Our results are summarized in Fig. 4. Similarly to the drag
force computation of the previous subsection, the effect of
the Gauss–Bonnet coupling is controlled by its sign: the jet
quenching parameter is increased for λGB > 0 and decreased
for λGB < 0. The effect of the anisotropy, in the small
anisotropy limit, is to increase the jet quenching parameter
as it occurred in [29,30,42], with the highest increase taking
5 The extra factor of 2 comes from the fact that, for large Nc, the Wilson
loop in the adjoint representation is roughly speaking the square of the
Wilson loop in the fundamental representation.
6 More precisely, θ is the angle between the direction of motion of the
quark and the anisotropic direction. The direction of the momentum
broadening is transversal to the direction of motion of the quark and
forms an angle ϕ with the y-axis. Note that the same symbols θ and ϕ
were used for other observables, but with different meanings.
place when the quark moves in the anisotropic direction. We
also verified that, for a fixed value of θ , the jet quenching
parameter is slightly larger for the momentum broadening
taking place in the anisotropic (ϕ = π/2) direction than in
the transversal direction to the anisotropy (ϕ = 0).
As argued in [72], weak coupling models of jet quenching
are in general lower than the value obtained at strong coupling
for N = 4 SYM (22). If we would expect a smooth inter-
polation between the weak and strong coupling values, the
case λGB < 0 would become particularly interesting since it
decreases the N = 4 SYM result. The same decreasing effect
was also found in [83], where one considered fluctuations of
the string worldsheet, and in [84], where curvature correc-
tions of type α′3R4 in the AdS-Schwarzschild background
were taken into account.
3.3 Quarkonium static potential
Quarkonium mesons are produced in the early stages of heavy
ion collisions, before the creation of the QGP. As they are
much more tightly bound and smaller than ordinary ‘light’
hadrons, they can survive as bound states in the QGP at tem-
peratures above the deconfinement temperature up to some
dissociation temperature. This property, together with the
fact that their interaction with the thermal medium is com-
paratively stronger than their interaction with the hadronic
matter formed after hadronization, makes the quarkonium
mesons excellent probes to study the QGP formed in heavy
ion collisions [85].
Here we study the static quarkonium potential in a strongly
coupled plasma dual to the gravity theory described in Sect. 2.
In particular, we analyze how the anisotropy and the higher
derivative terms affect the potential energy and the screen-
ing length of a heavy quark–antiquark pair. The holographic
studies of this quantity were initiated in [86,87], for infinitely
heavy quarks in the N = 4 SYM theory, and since then sev-
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eral extensions of this work have been performed. See, for
instance [20,32,88–97]. Higher derivative corrections to the
quarkonium potential were considered in [20,93] and the
effects of anisotropy were taken into account in [29,32].
The static quarkonium potential can be extracted from the
expectation value of a Wilson loop
lim
T →∞
〈W (C)〉 ∼ eiT (VQQ¯+2MQ), (23)
where C is a rectangular loop with time extension T and
spatial extension L , VQQ¯ is the quark–antiquark potential
energy and MQ is the quark mass. The Wilson loop can be
viewed as a static quark–antiquark pair separated by a dis-
tance L . In the gravity side, the pair is described by an open
string with both endpoints attached to a D7-brane sitting at
some AdS radial position, which determines the quark mass
(MQ ∼ 1/u). For simplicity, we will work in the case where
the D7-brane is at the boundary of AdS and, consequently,
the quark is infinitely heavy and non-dynamical.
In the large Nc and large λ limits the Wilson loop of Eq.
(23) can be calculated in the gravity side by the expression
lim
T →∞
〈W (C)〉 = ei S(on-shell) , (24)
where S(on-shell) is the on-shell Nambu–Goto action of a U-
shaped string whose worldsheet boundary coincides with the
curve C. The quarkonium potential is thus obtained:
VQQ¯ =
S(on-shell)
T − 2MQ, (25)
where the quark mass MQ is determined by evaluating
the Nambu–Goto action of a straight string connecting the
boundary to the horizon. Given the rotational symmetry in
the xy-plane, we can assume the quark–antiquark pair to lie in
the xz-plane, forming an angle θ with the z-direction. Since
we want to focus on the results, we leave the details of the
calculation of VQQ¯(L) to Appendix C.
First, let us discuss some general properties of VQQ¯(L).
From Fig. 5, we see that VQQ¯ only exists up to a maximum
separation length Lmax. For each value of L ≤ Lmax there are
two possible string configurations corresponding to the upper
and lower parts of VQQ¯ . It turns out that only the lower part of
VQQ¯ represents a physical solution [88]. Note that VQQ¯ = 0
at some point L = Ls, usually referred to as “screening
length”. Since VQQ¯ represents the difference between the
energy and mass of the quarkonium, a negative value of the
potential (L ≤ Ls) represents a situation where the U-shaped
string (bound state) is energetically favorable over the con-
figuration with two straight strings (unbound state). On the
other hand, when the potential is positive (L ≥ Ls), the oppo-
site happens and the unbound configuration is energetically










Fig. 5 Quark–antiquark potential VQQ¯ as a function of their separation
L for different values of the Gauss–Bonnet coupling: λGB = −0.1 (red,
dotted), λGB = 0 (black, solid) and λGB = 0.1 (blue, dashed). For all
curves a/T ≈ 0.3 and θ = π/4
favorable.7 Another point is that the screening of a plasma is
weaker for large Ls and stronger for small Ls. This is because
Ls represents the separation in which the interaction between
the quark and the antiquark becomes completely screened by
the medium.
Figure 5 shows that positive values of λGB decrease the
screening length, while negative values of λGB increase this
quantity. This effect can be better visualized in Fig. 6a, where
the screening length is presented as a function of (λGB, a).
Now let us discuss the effect of the anisotropy. First of all,
Fig. 6b shows that the screening length for a quarkonium
oriented along the anisotropic direction (θ = 0) is always
smaller than the corresponding quantity for a quarkonium ori-
ented in the transverse plane (θ = π/2). Second, the 2D plot
of Fig. 7 reveals that the screening length always decrease
as we increase a/T , for any orientation of the pair, at fixed
λGB. These anisotropic effects are also observed in holo-
graphic calculations at strong coupling when the anisotropy
is introduced by a magnetic field [97] and at weak coupling
in calculations based on “hard-thermal-loop” resummed per-
turbative QCD [98]. The limit λGB → 0 of the above results
agrees with the calculations of [29]. We also checked that the
limit a → 0 for VQQ¯ agrees with the results of [20] when
the quasi-topological coupling constant is zero.8
7 However, we emphasize that the solution for VQQ¯ is not valid when
L ≥ Ls. In this case the quark–antiquark interaction is completely
screened by the presence of QGP between them and, as a consequence,
their separation can be increased with no additional energy cost. This
implies that the potential is actually constant for L ≥ Ls. The dual
gravity picture can be understood as follows: as we increase the quark–
antiquark separation, the U-shaped string connecting the quarks eventu-
ally touches the horizon. At this point the string can minimize its energy
by splitting into straight strings connecting the boundary of AdS to the
horizon.
8 In the comparison of our results with [20], one should note that the
potential of [20] is normalized with 1/(πα′), while our results are nor-
malized with 1/(2πα′).
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Fig. 6 a Screening length Ls(λGB, a) normalized with respect to the isotropic result L iso = Ls(λGB = 0, a = 0) for θ = 0. b Ratio L⊥/L ||,
where L⊥ is the screening length calculated at θ = π/2, and L || is the screening length calculated at θ = 0










Fig. 7 Screening length Ls as a function of a/T for three different
quarkonium orientations: θ = 0 (black, solid), θ = π/4 (purple,
dashed), and θ = π/2 (blue, dotted). The Gauss–Bonnet coupling is
fixed λGB = 0
3.4 Photon production
The limited extension of the QGP created in heavy ion col-
lisions and the weakness of the electromagnetic interactions
imply that this medium should be optically thin. Therefore,
the photons produced in the plasma escape from it without
subsequent interactions, providing an excellent probe of the
conditions of the medium. The holographic studies of this
quantity were initiated in [99] and extended in several direc-
tions, see, for instance [33,34,100–117]. In this section we
study how the anisotropy and higher derivative corrections
affect the photon production rate in the model described in
Sect. 2.
Let L0 be the Lagrangian of the field theory dual to the
gravity theory described by the action (2). The photon pro-
duction rate is calculated by adding a dynamical photon to
L0 coupled to the electric charged matter fields, that is,





where Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂ν Aμ is the field strength associated
to the photon field Aμ, e is the electromagnetic coupling
constant, and JEMμ is the electromagnetic current. At leading
order in e, the number of photons emitted per unit time and









where ημν = diag(−+++) is the Minkowski metric, kμ =
(k0, k) is the photon null momentum, (k) is the distribution
function and χμν is the spectral density. Assuming thermal
equilibrium, the distribution function reduces to the Bose–
Einstein distribution nB(k0) = 1/(ek0/T − 1). The spectral
density can be obtained:











is the retarded correlator of two electromagnetic currents
JEMμ and the above expectation value is taken in the ther-
mal equilibrium state. The Ward identity kμχμν = 0 for null
kμ implies that only the transverse spectral functions con-











Using the above formula, the differential photon production
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Fig. 8 Momentum k and polarization vectors (1) and (2). The SO(2)
rotational symmetry in the xy-plane allows us to choose the momentum
lying in the xz-plane, forming an angle ϑ with the z-direction. Both
polarization vectors are orthogonal to k. We chose (1) oriented along
the y-direction and (2) contained in the xz-plane
where μ(1) and 
μ
(2) are mutually orthogonal polarization vec-
tors that are also orthogonal to kμ. By the SO(2) symmetry
in the xy-plane of our model we can choose k to lie in the
xz-plane—see Fig. 8. Following [33,34], we set
k = k0(sin ϑ, 0, cos ϑ). (32)
With this choice of k the polarization vectors can be chosen
as
(1) = (0, 1, 0) , (2) = (cos ϑ, 0,− sin ϑ). (33)
For later purposes we split the trace of the spectral density
into two parts
ημνχμν = χ(1) + χ(2), (34)
where χ(s) is proportional to the number of photons emitted
with polarization (s). These quantities are given by
χ(1) = μ(1)ν(1)χμν = χyy
χ(2) = μ(2) ν(2) χμν = cos2 ϑ χxx
+ sin2 ϑ χzz − 2 cos ϑ sin ϑ χxz . (35)
We now proceed to explain how to compute the retarded
Green function of two electromagnetic currents using holog-
raphy. It turns out that the gravity theory dual to the field
theory described by the Lagrangian L is simply obtained by
adding a U (1) kinetic term to the action (2). As we are deal-
ing with a bottom-up model, we consider a five-dimensional
U (1) kinetic term of the form




where Fmn = ∂m An−∂n Am is the field strength associated to
the gauge field Am (m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and K is a constant.9
9 In top-down calculations, K is proportional to the number of electri-
cally charged degrees of freedom times the number of colors in the dual
gauge theory. For instance, when photons are produced from adjoint
Let Aμ (μ = 0, 1, 2, 3) denote the components of this gauge
field along the gauge theory coordinates (t, x) and A4 = Au
denote the component along the radial coordinate of AdS. In
order to simplify our calculations, we gauge fix Au = 0. Our
final results, however, will be written only in terms of gauge
invariant quantities, in such a way that this gauge choice will
not be relevant.
Given the translation invariance of our model, we can
Fourier decompose the gauge field Aμ as




e−ik0t+i k·x Aμ(k0, k, u). (37)
The equations of motion derived from (36) are given by
∂μ
(√−ggμαgνβ Fαβ) = 0. (38)
In terms of the gauge invariant quantities Ei = ∂0 Ai −∂y Ai ,





√−gguugyy)′ E ′y − k
2
guu
Ey = 0 , (39)




















































xx E ′x = 0, (40)
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to u and
k
2 ≡ gαβkαkβ . Note that the above equations are written in
momentum space.
The action (36) can be written in terms of the gauge invari-
ant fields Ei as
Footnote 9 continued
matter we have K ∝ N 2c [99], while for fundamental fields, K ∝ NcNf
[33,34,101,116]. In bottom-up models, this constant can be chosen
freely and, since we are only interested in ratios of spectral densities
(which are proportional to K ), this constant will play no role in our
analysis.
10 In the derivation of the equations of motion for Ex and Ez we used
the constraint gαβkα A′β = 0.
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x − k2gyy Ey E ′y
+gxx gzzkx kz (Ex Ez)′ +
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The retarded correlators are obtained by taking functional
derivatives of the above action with respect to the boundary
values of the gauge fields Aμ(0). In the computation of χ(1)





and GRxz = GRzx . This correlators can be obtained in terms of










where E (0)i is the boundary value of the gauge field Ei .
As the mode Ey does not couple to the other modes, the
spectral density for photons with polarization (1) can be














The corresponding spectral density is then given by












The computation of χ(2) is more involved, because of the
coupling between Ex and Ez . We face this problem by fol-
lowing the technique developed in [33] to deal with mixed
operators. First, we write a near-boundary expression for the
fields Ex and Ez ,
Ex = E (0)x + u2E (2)x cos ϑ + u4E (4)x + O(u6),
Ez = E (0)z − u2E (2)x sin ϑ + u4E (4)z + O(u6). (45)
The form of the second order coefficients was chosen such
that the equations of motion (40) are satisfied. The equations
of motion also determine the coefficients E (4)x and E
(4)
z in
terms of the lower order coefficients,
E (4)x =
a2λGB cos ϑ
96(1 − B0)(1 − 4λGB)
×
(












E (0)x sin ϑ − E (0)z cos ϑ
)
cos ϑ
−8B0E (2)x sin ϑ
]
. (46)
The remaining coefficients E (0)x , E
(0)
z , and E
(2)
x can be
extracted from the numerical solution. With the above expres-















x cos ϑ + E (0)z E (2)x sin ϑ
)]
. (47)





















are calculated according to the prescription given in [33].
The trace of the spectral densityχμμ = χ(1)+χ(2) is a func-
tion of the parameters (λGB, a, ϑ, uH, k0). In order to study
the effects of the anisotropy parameter and the Gauss–Bonnet
coupling, we computed χμμ for several values of (λGB, a, ϑ),
choosing as normalization the isotropic result
χiso = χμμ(λGB = 0, a = 0). (49)
Our comparison with the isotropic result was made at fixed
temperature T0 = 0.32.11 The results for the ratio χμμ/χiso
as a function of the dimensionless frequency = k0/2πT0
are presented in Fig. 9. For an anisotropic plasma, we have
χ(1) = χ(2). However, in our case the smallness of the
anisotropy parameter a makes these two quantities almost
equal, presenting a very similar behavior as a function of ,
so we chose to plot only the total spectral density instead
of plotting the two spectral densities separately. At least, we
observed that χ(1) is slightly bigger than χ(2), as was the
case in [33,34]. We also verified that our results reproduce
the calculations of [115] in the limit a → 0 and that they are
consistent with anisotropic calculations of [33] in the limit
λGB → 0 and small values of a/T .
From Fig. 9 it is clear that the effect of the Gauss–Bonnet
coupling is to increase or decrease the photon production
rate, depending on whether λGB > 0 or λGB < 0, respec-
tively. The main effect of the anisotropy parameter is to
increase the photon production rate. At small frequencies,
11 Doing this, one must note that the temperature T of the system is
a function of (λGB, a, uH) and, consequently, it changes as we vary
these parameters. Therefore, we need to adjust uH in such a way that
all the spectral densities are calculated at same temperature T0, defined
by T0 = T (λGB = 0, a = 0, uH = 1).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9 The trace of the spectral density χμμ(λGB, a, ϑ) normalized
with respect to the isotropic result (49). All the spectral densities
were calculated at the same temperature T0 = 0.316698. The colors
of the curves identify the value of the λGB parameter as: red curves
(λGB = −0.1), brown curves (λGB = −0.05), black curves (λGB = 0),
purple curves (λGB = 0.05) and blue curves (λGB = 0.1). In a, the
angle of emission is fixed (ϑ = 0) and we have solid curves (a = 0.2),
dashed curves (a = 0.1), and dotted curves (a = 0). Inb, the anisotropy
is fixed (a = 0.2) and we have solid curves (ϑ = 0), dot-dashed curves
(ϑ = π/4), and dotted curves (ϑ = π/2)
χ
μ
μ does not depend strongly on a. For generic frequencies,
the χμμ is higher for photons with longitudinal wave vec-
tors (ϑ = 0) than for the ones with transverse wave vectors
(ϑ = π/2). One qualitative difference between the correc-
tions introduced by λGB and a is their dependence on the fre-
quency. Looking at the curves for a = 0 in Fig. 9, we see that
the Gauss–Bonnet correction reaches a constant value after
a sufficiently large value of . On the other hand, the effect
of the anisotropy parameter a is enhanced as we increase .
It is also interesting to analyze how the anisotropy and the
Gauss–Bonnet term affects the total photon production (27),













This quantity is shown in Fig. 10, for different values of λGB
and ϑ . From Fig. 10 we see that, for λGB > 0, the peak in the
spectrum of photons becomes higher, widens and gets shifted
to the right. For λGB < 0, the peak becomes smaller, sharpens
and gets shifted to the left. This should be contrasted with the
results of [110] for a top-down higher derivative correction
of the form α′3R4, where the peak in the spectrum becomes
higher, sharpens and gets shifted to the left, approaching the
weak coupling result [99], which shows a very sharp peak at
small in the photon spectrum. Therefore, the inclusion of
the α′3R4 correction (which corresponds to a finite ’t Hooft
coupling correction in the gauge theory) goes into the direc-
tion of the weak coupling results, while this does not seems to
be possible in the case of Gauss–Bonnet. However, a partial
agreement between these two types of corrections is found
when λGB < 0, where the peak in the photon spectrum sharp-
ens and moves to the left, but it also becomes smaller, con-
trary to what happens at weak coupling. We can understand



















Fig. 10 Total photon production rate as a function of = k0/2πT0.
From top to bottom, the value of the Gauss–Bonnet coupling is identified
as λGB = 0.1 (blue), λGB = 0.05 (purple), λGB = 0 (black), λGB =
−0.05 (brown), λGB = −0.1 (red). We have fixed ϑ = 0 and a = 0.2.
The results for different angles are very similar to the plot above due to
the smallness of the anisotropy
this partial agreement noting that, for λGB < 0, the ratio
η/s = (1 − 4λGB)/(4π) increases, which also happens with
η/s when finite ’t Hooft coupling corrections were taking
into account. Since at weak coupling the shear viscosity over
the entropy density ratio is proportional to the mean free path
of momentum isotropization, we can associate the approach-
ing of the weak coupling results (negative λGB corrections
or α′-corrections) with a larger mean free path in both cases.
4 Discussion
We have studied how the anisotropy and higher curvature
terms affect several observables relevant to the study of the
QGP, namely, the drag force, the jet quenching parameter,
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the quarkonium static potential and the photon production
rate. In the gravity side, the anisotropy was introduced by an
external source (an axion linear in the beam direction) that
keeps the system in an equilibrium anisotropic state, while
the higher curvature correction was chosen to be the Gauss–
Bonnet term.
The effect of the Gauss–Bonnet term in our results are
consistent with previous results [18–20,115] and they are
summarized in Table 1, where we specify if the value of
the observable increases or decreases compared to the case
of isotropic N = 4 SYM. In this table we also present the
result for the shear viscosity over entropy density obtained
previously [43] and the finite ’t Hooft corrections of type
α′3R4 for these observables [22–24,110].
A possible heuristic interpretation of the increasing/
decreasing in the above observables is to correlate these
results with the changes in the ratio η/s. At weak coupling,
η/s is proportional to the mean free path of momentum
isotropization of the plasma (η/s ∼ mfp). Imagining a sit-
uation where the mean free path is decreasing, we should
expect an external probe to interact more with the medium,
increasing the energy loss of the probe and its probability to
suffer scattering. As a result, we would obtain an increase in
the drag force and the jet quenching parameter. Moreover,
a low mean free path would break the connection between
a quark–antiquark pair more easily, resulting in a low value
of screening length. Finally, a low mean free path would
raise the number of collisions per time and, consequently,
the number of photons produced in these interactions would
increase. Note that this situation matches exactly the case of
λGB > 0. Of course, the opposite idea applies for λGB <
0. Although this reasoning seems to be consistent for the
Gauss–Bonnet, it does not work when applied to the α′3R4
correction.
The effect of the anisotropy is similar to what was found
previously [28–30,32,33,42]. The photon production rate
and the quarkonium dissociation length in an anisotropic
plasma are bigger than the corresponding quantities in an
isotropic plasma at the same temperature. The drag force and
the jet quenching parameter in an anisotropic plasma can be
bigger or smaller than its isotropic counterparts, depending
on several parameters like the quark velocity, the direction of
the quark motion, and the direction of momentum broaden-
ing. Below we also summarize the effects of the anisotropy
with a comparison between the value of the observables along
the anisotropic direction (||) and along the transverse plane
(⊥):
• Shear viscosity: η⊥ > η||,
• Drag force: F⊥drag < F ||drag,
• Jet quenching parameter: qˆ⊥ < qˆ||,
• Screening length: L⊥ > L ||,
• Photon production rate: χ μμ ⊥ < χ μμ ||.
The same interpretation in terms of the mean free path for
the Gauss–Bonnet term can be applied here. Considering
the mean free path in the anisotropic direction ||mfp and in
the transverse plane ⊥mfp, we note that the mean free path
of an anisotropic system in the transverse plane is larger
than the corresponding quantity in the anisotropic direction,
because η⊥ > η||. This can be associated with a smaller
drag force, a smaller jet quenching parameter, less screening
(larger screening length), a smaller drag force and less pho-
ton production in the transverse plane when compared with
the corresponding quantities in the anisotropic direction.
It would be interesting to see how these observables
behave for similar models. As far as we are aware, the only
model that incorporates both the anisotropy and the higher
curvature correction is [120]. Possible extensions of this work
include the study of how the anisotropy and the higher deriva-
tive terms affect other observables like the imaginary part
of the quarkonium potential, the quarkonium dissociation
length in a plasma wind, Langevin diffusion coefficients, the
dilepton production rate or the elliptic flow of photons and
dileptons, to name a few.
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A Drag force for a general background and arbitrary
direction
In this appendix we derive a formula for the drag force. The
metric background is assumed to be of the form
ds2 = Gttdt2 + Gxx (dx2 + dy2) + Gzzdz2 + Guudu2.
(51)
We will only assume rotational symmetry in the xy direc-
tions and consider the metric to depend only on u. This is
essentially what was done in [29], but here we consider the
motion of the quark along an arbitrary direction, as in [28].
The Nambu–Goto action for the string is given by




√− det g =
∫
dτdσL, (52)
where φ = φ(u) is the dilaton field. By rotational symmetry
in the xy directions we can set y = 0. We choose static gauge
(t, u) = (τ, σ ) and let us consider the motion of the quark
in the xz-plane with a string embedding
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Table 1 Summary of the effect of the Gauss–Bonnet coupling λGB on several observables. We also present the finite ’t Hooft corrections of type
α′3 R4 [22–24,110]. The comparison is taken w.r.t. the respective N = 4 SYM result at same temperature
η/s Drag force Jet quenching Screening length Photon production
λGB > 0 Decrease Increase Increase Decrease Increase
λGB < 0 Increase Decrease Decrease Increase Decrease
α′3 R4 Increase Increase Decrease Decrease Increase
x(t, u) = (vt + ξ(u)) sin ϕ, z(t, u) = (vt + ζ(u)) cos ϕ,
(53)
whereϕ is the angle of the quark trajectory with the z axis, i.e.,
ϕ = 0 corresponds to the motion parallel with the anisotropic
direction and ϕ = π/2 corresponds to the motion in the
transversal direction. The boundary conditions are ξ(u →
0) = 0 and ζ(u → 0) = 0, which are necessary in order to
reproduce the stationary motion of the quark.
First, we need to compute the induced metric gαβ =
Gμν∂αxμ∂βxν on the string worldsheet,
gαβ =
(
Gtt + v2(Gzz cos2 ϕ + Gxx sin2 ϕ) v
(




Gzzζ ′ cos2 ϕ + Gxxξ ′ sin2 ϕ
)
Guu + Gzzζ ′2 cos2 ϕ + Gxxξ ′2 sin2 ϕ
)
, (54)
where the prime denotes the derivative w.r.t. u. Ignoring fac-
tors of 12πα′ , the Lagrangian takes the form
L = −eφ/2
[
−Gzz cos2 ϕ(ζ ′2Gtt + Guuv2
+ Gxxv2(ζ ′ − ξ ′)2 sin2 ϕ)




We have the associated (conserved) momentum flow
x = δL



















The values of the momenta will be fixed by imposing the
requirement that ξ ′ and ζ ′ are both real. To do this, we invert
the above expression, writing
ξ ′(u) = Gzz Nx
Gxx Nz
ζ ′(u), (58)
where we have defined the quantities
Nx = Gttx csc(ϕ) + Gxxv2(x sin(ϕ) + z cos(ϕ)),
(59)
Nz = Gttz sec(ϕ) + Gzzv2(x sin(ϕ) + z cos(ϕ)).
(60)
Then we can use, for example, the expression for z to obtain
ζ ′. The final expressions we found are given by
































−Gtt (Gxx − Gzz)eφ − 2x + 2z
)
× cos(2ϕ) + 2xz sin(2ϕ)
]
. (62)
There is a sign ambiguity here, which we will fix later. The
condition that ξ ′ and ζ ′ are always real can be satisfied only if
D is positive for all u. But, in general, D has two zeros (turn-
ing points). Thus, in order to satisfy the positivity condition
the two zeros should coincide at some critical point uc. Also,
the numerators Nx and Nz should vanish at the same point
uc, because otherwise ξ ′ and ζ ′ would diverge. We begin the
analysis finding the zeros of the numerator. Imposing Nx and









Using this relation, we can find the two zeros of D at uc. This
gives us two equations; the first one is[
2Gtt
v2





which can be used to fix the value of the critical point uc.
The second equation completely fixes the values of x and
z and gives us the drag force
x = eφ/2Gxxv sin ϕ
∣∣∣
u=uc
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We have fixed the sign of the momenta to be positive, thus ξ ′
and ζ ′ are both negative, which is consistent with the physical
condition that the string “trails” behind the quark [47,48] and
not in front of it. Two special cases are obtained from (12)
by setting ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π/2. This gives us the drag
force parallel and transversal to the direction of motion of
the quark, respectively,
F ||drag = eφ/2Gzzv
∣∣∣
u=uc




B Jet quenching parameter for an arbitrary motion
In this appendix we derive a formula for qˆ considering a
motion in an arbitrary direction and generic background. The
steps are basically the same of [30], but here the computa-
tion is carried out in an Einstein frame and the metric is left
generic, with only a few assumptions, which we will specify
below.
We assume a five-dimensional background displaying
rotational symmetry in the xy directions,
ds2 = Gttdt2 + Gxx (dx2 + dy2) + Gzzdz2 + Guudu2.
(67)
From the rotational symmetry we can choose the direction of
motion within the xz-plane. We define rotated coordinates,
z = Z cos θ − X sin θ,
x = Z sin θ + X cos θ,
y = Y. (68)
The new coordinates (X,Y, Z) are obtained from the old
coordinates (x, y, z) by a rotation of an angle θ around the y-
axis. We choose Z to be the direction of motion of the quark.
The direction of the momentum broadening takes place in
the XY -plane and it forms an angle ϕ with the Y -axis. The
prescription instructs us to consider a string with an endpoint
moving at the speed of light along the Z direction. The other
endpoint is separated by a small distance  along the direction
of the momentum broadening. Thus we have a string world-
sheet whose boundary is a rectangular light-like Wilson loop
with sizes L− (along the Z− direction) and , where L− is
assumed to be very large. Our task is to find a string world-
sheet that minimizes the Nambu–Goto action satisfying this
boundary condition. We then need to evaluate the on-shell
Nambu–Goto action and expand it to second order in  to
obtain










from which we extract the jet quenching parameter. It is con-












G++ G+− GX− 0 0
G+− G++ −GX− 0 0
GX− −GX− GX X 0 0
0 0 0 Gxx 0













Gtt − Gxx sin2 θ − Gzz cos2 θ
)
,
GX− = sin θ cos θ√
2
(Gxx − Gzz),
GX X = Gxx cos2 θ + Gzz sin2 θ. (72)
We choose the static gauge (τ, σ ) = (Z−, u). Since we are
assuming L− to be very large, there is a translational symme-
try in the Z− direction, and we can fix the string embedding
to only depend on u,
Z+ = Z+(u), X → X (u) sin ϕ, Y → Y (u) cos ϕ. (73)
The induced metric on the string worldsheet, gαβ =
Gμν ∂αxμ∂βxν , is given by
gττ = G++, gτσ = sin ϕ GX−X ′ + G+−(Z+)′,
gσσ = Guu + sin2 ϕ GX X X ′2 − 2 sin ϕ GX−(Z+)′X ′
+ cos2 ϕ GxxY ′2 + G++(Z+)′2, (74)
where the primes denote the derivative w.r.t. u. We can now
write the Nambu–Goto action,12





















Guu + GxxY ′2 cos2 ϕ
)




Since the Lagrangian does not depend on Z+, X , and Y ,
we have three conserved quantities, given by the canonical
12 The extra factor of 2 comes from the two branches of the string
worldsheet.
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L (G+− + G++)(GX−X





GX−(Z+)′(G+− + G++) + X ′ sin ϕ
×
(






′ cos2 ϕ. (77)
We are interested in the limit where +, X , and Y are
small.13 Working in first order in the +, X , and Y , we
can invert the above expressions to obtain (Z+)′, X ′ and Y ′,
we find that
(Z+)′ = c+++ + c+XX csc ϕ,
X ′ = cX++ csc ϕ + cX XX csc2 ϕ,









G2X X − 2G2X−
) ,
c+X = cX+ = e
−φ/2GuuGX−√−G++Guu
(
2G2X− − G2X X
) ,
cX X = − e
−φ/2GuuGX X√−G++Guu
(
G2X X − 2G2X−
) ,




Integration of Z+′ gives zero. Integration of X ′ gives /2.
Integration of Y ′ also gives /2. The conclusion is that
+ =  sin ϕ
(∫ uH




0 c+X (u) du
)
2 − (∫ uH0 c++(u) du
) ∫ uH
0 c+X (u) du
) ,









0 c+X (u) du − 2
(∫ uH








0 cYY (u) du
. (80)
The on-shell action then takes the form, up to second order
in the momenta,






































0 c++(u) du(∫ uH
0 c++(u) du
) ∫ uH
0 c+X (u) du −
(∫ uH




Qˆ(θ) ≡ 1∫ uH
0 cYY du
. (83)







Pˆ(θ) sin2 ϕ + Qˆ(θ) cos2 ϕ
)
. (84)
C Quarkonium static potential in generic background
In this appendix we derive a formula for the static potential of
a quark–antiquark pair (quarkonium).14 Let L be the separa-
tion between the quarks and assume a generic background of
the form (51). The dual picture corresponds to an U-shaped
open string whose endpoints are located at the boundary and
are identified with the quarks. Our task is to find the string
worldsheet that minimizes the Nambu–Goto action (52). By
rotational symmetry in the xy-plane we can assume the pair
to live in the xz-plane. Putting the center of mass of the pair
at the origin, let q be the polar radial coordinate and θ the
angle between the pair and the z direction. We fix the gauge
(τ, σ ) = (t, q). In this way the string embedding has the
form
Xμ = (τ, σ sin θ, 0, σ cos θ, u(σ )) (85)
The induced metric on the string worldsheet is given by
gττ = Gtt , gσσ = Gpp + Guuu′2, gτσ = 0, (86)
where Gpp ≡ Gzz cos2 θ +Gxx sin2 θ and the prime denotes
derivative w.r.t. σ . The Nambu–Goto action takes the form
14 This computation is similar to what was done in [29], generalizing
the prescription of [121] for an anisotropic background.
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Since the Lagrangian L does not depend explicitly on σ , the
Hamiltonian is a constant of motion
H = ∂L
∂σ ′







Evaluating the Hamiltonian at the turning point u0 ≡ u(0),










In order to simplify the expressions, it is useful to define the
auxiliary quantities
P ≡ e φ2 √−GppGtt , Q ≡ e φ2 √−GttGuu . (90)
Using (88) and (89) we can find an expression for u′,15





, P0 ≡ P|u=u0 . (91)
Integrating the above expression we find that the separation














Before we compute the on-shell Nambu–Goto action to find
the potential energy that keeps the pair bounded, we need to
take care of the ultraviolet divergence due to the infinite mass
of the quarks. The mass term corresponds to a string hanging
down straight from the boundary to the horizon. Note that in
this case the string goes from 0 to uH while σ is fixed, thus it
effectively corresponds to u′ → ∞. Expanding the on-shell
Nambu–Goto action in powers of 1/u′ for this configuration
we obtain










Finally, computing the on-shell Nambu–Goto action for the

























15 One needs to be careful with the choice of sign here: when σ goes
from 0 to L/2, then u goes from u0 to 0 and thus u′ < 0.
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